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Egypt is a key country in the Middle East, in the African continent and in the 
Euromediterranean space. It is of paramount importance to better understand the 
internal dynamics in this country of 80 million people which has played and still plays a 
central role in the evolution of the Arab world. When analysts talk about reform in 
Egypt, it is automatically associated with political stagnation and the economic crisis, 
despite the favorable conditions for reform during the Mubarak era, since 1981. Despite 
president Sadat justifying the sole peace treaty with Israel on 1979 by the famous saying 
that Egypt has gone through severe economic crises, and has suffered from considerable 
financial loses because of the repetitive wars defending the Palestinian cause, and that 
time has come for Egypt to get rid of this burden, rest, and seek its own economic 
prosperity.  
 
Indeed, Egypt hasn’t gone to war all along this period, and has successfully avoided 
going through any military confrontation or adventure of any kind throughout the past 
30 years; it also remained a good ally for the USA and the West; however, it didn’t 
succeed in realizing a great economic reform (despite the relative progress in some 
fields), nor a real democratic reform (despite the relative margin of freedom).Hence, 
the foundations of a real democratic system, such as free and regular elections, power 
rotation, and the freedom of forming political parties have all been missing in the 
Egyptian political system. The limited pluralist system remained the same since 
President Sadat permitted the formation of political parties in 1976 till now. 
 
A feeling of repentance overwhelmed large categories of the Egyptian elite over the 
“Egyptian stumbling”, especially in the shadow of many successful regional experiences 
achieved by many nearby Middle- Eastern countries (such as Turkey), or Southern 
countries (such as Korea, Malaysia, Brazil…) in the same period (the last quarter of a 
century), while Egypt remained still in its place.It seems very important to study the 
political future of Egypt at the moment, especially that president Mubarak (81 years 
old) remained in power for 28 years, and it is unlikely for him to maintain his post for 
long. Therefore, studying the current situation in Egypt implicitly means predicting the 
future. 
 
This seminar will bring together Egyptian and international experts, policy-makers and 
private sector actors in order to better understand the dynamics underpinning the 
political, economical and social evolution of this country. This should contribute to 
better understand the challenges that the Egypt is facing and to understand how 
external actors can find a common ground with political, economical and social 
modernising factors in order to work together for common and long-term interests. The 
seminar will have a double format: close sessions under Chatham House rules and a 
public event which should help to better inform the Spanish public about the current 
situation and possible evolution of this country. Through three main topics: the 
domestic political debate in Egypt, the main aspect of the economic reform and social 
dynamics and the impact of external factors on the domestic politics. 
 
 

PROGRAMME 
 
23rd November: Public event (Arabic and Spanish) 
 

18h- 20h30: Where is Egypt heading? 
 
Welcoming remarks by the organisers 
Key-note speeches by: 
• Amr ElShoubaki, President of The Arab Forum for Alternatives (AFA), Cairo  
• Gema Martín Muñoz – General Director, Casa Árabe, Madrid 

 
 
 

 



 

24th November: Seminar (English) 
 

9h30- 11h15: Domestic political dynamics 
 

Chairperson and moderator:  

Kristina Kausch, Researcher, Mediterranean Programme, FRIDE, Madrid 
Panellists:  

• The features of the Egyptian political system 
Yasser Elwy, AFA Board Member, specialist in International Relations and Political 
Economy and Political Science professor at the American University in Cairo 

• Islamist movements and the reform process. 
Amr ElShoubaki, President of The Arab Forum for Alternatives (AFA) and Director of 
Arab European Unit in EL Ahram Center for Political and Strategic Studies, Cairo  

• The crisis of the secular movements. 
Mohamed ElAgati, Executive manager and researcher at AFA, Cairo 
 

Discussant:  

Eduard Soler, Coordinator of the Mediterranean and Middle East Programme, CIDOB 
  

11h15- 11h30: Coffee Break 

 

11h30- 13h15: Economic and social dynamics: 

 

Chairperson and moderator:  

Jordi Torrent, Subdirectorate-General for estrategy and development, Port of Barcelona 
Panellists:  

• The economic reform: the limits of success.  
Anissa Hassouna, Board Member & Treasurer of the Egyptian Council for Foreign 
Affairs, Cairo 

• New political protest and socio-economic realities.  
Mohamed ElAgati, Executive manager and researcher at AFA, Cairo 

• Can the social protest movements transform into a political reality? 
Nadine Abdallah, Phd Researcher at Institut d’Etudes Politiques in Grenoble, 
Member of Arab Forum for Alternatives (AFA) research team in  Cairo and Research 
Associates at Centre d’Etudes et de Recherches sur le Monde Arabe et 
Méditérraneens (CERMAM), Geneva 
 

Discussant: 

Javier Albarracín, Responsible of the Socioeconomic Development, IEMED, Barcelona 
  

13h15- 15h00 Lunch Break. 

 

15h00- 16h45: The external factor 

Chairperson and moderator: Fred Halliday, Professor and ICREA researcher, IBEI, 
Barcelona 
 

• The Change of the regional environment:  
Mona El-Kouedi, Political Science Researcher and PhD candidate, King’s College, 
London 

• The Egyptian role in a new Arab environment: 
Yasser Elwy, AFA Board Member, specialist in International Relations and Political 
Economy and Political Science professor at the American University in Cairo 

• How did the external factor affect the reform process? 
Amr Abdelrahman, Political analyst at the EU commission in Cairo, and PHD student 
in Essex University in UK, Colchester 
 

Discussant:  

Natalia Sancha, Freelance journalist and political analyst, Beirut  
 

16h45-17h15 Coffee break 

 

17h15- 18h45 Roundtable among participants: The meaning of reform in Egypt, the 

drivers and the resistance to change 


